
IN THE COURT OF CHANCERY OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE

IN RE AMC ENTERTAINMENT 
HOLDINGS, INC. STOCKHOLDER 
LITIGATION 

) 
) 
) 
)

Consolidated 
C.A. No. 2023-0215-MTZ

PLAINTIFFS’ RESPONSE TO 
KAREN GRELISH’S MOTION FOR REARGUMENT 

Plaintiffs Allegheny County Employees’ Retirement System and Anthony 

Franchi respectfully submit this response to Karen Grelish’s letter dated July 26, 

2023, which “[t]he Court is treating … as a motion for reargument.”1

INTRODUCTION 

1. The arguments in Ms. Grelish’s May 29, 2023 objection (the “Grelish 

Objection”)2 were addressed and rejected by the Special Master in her Report and 

Recommendation Regarding Objections to Proposed Settlement (the “R&R”), even 

if not expressly in response to Ms. Grelish’s submission.3

1 Minute Order, dated July 28, 2023 (Trans. ID 70503729). 

2 Transmittal Affidavit of Daniel E. Meyer at Ex. K (Trans. ID 70242253). 

3 Trans. ID 70221082.  Compare Grelish Objection at 3, 19-20 with R&R at 31-64 
(addressing the “give and the get”); Grelish Objection at 4-6 with R&R at 48-52 
(addressing the strength (or lack thereof) of Plaintiffs’ §242(b) claim); Grelish 
Objection at 6-11 with R&R at 62-63 (addressing (nonviable) potential claims under 
NYSE listing rules); Grelish Objection at 11-13 with R&R at 36-39 (addressing the 
dilutive harm to common stockholders of the Conversion); Grelish Objection at 15-
18 with R&R at 52-55 (addressing whether the March 14, 2023 vote was a breach of 
fiduciary duty); Grelish Objection at 18-19 with R&R at 63-64 (addressing general 
allegations of fraud, manipulation, or unfairness); Grelish Objection at 20-22 with 
R&R at 55-61 (addressing the balance of the equities and the Company’s financial 
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2. To the extent the Court has or will adopt the Special Master’s R&R, on 

any of these topics, it will necessarily address the substance of Ms. Grelish’s 

arguments.  While Ms. Grelish has not met the standard for reargument, Plaintiffs 

have no objection to the Court considering the Grelish Objection, or her June 28, 

2023 exception to the Special Master’s R&R (the “Grelish Exception”),4 in deciding 

whether to approve the Proposed Settlement.   

BACKGROUND 

3. In the Court’s May 3, 2023 letter to Class members regarding the 

objection process, it instructed that “[e]ach stockholder may submit only one 

objection, which should contain all of the grounds for which that stockholder objects 

to the settlement.  If a stockholder submits more than one objection, the Special 

Master and the Court will only consider the first objection the plaintiffs’ counsel 

receives.”5

4. Ms. Grelish emailed Plaintiffs’ counsel twice on May 17, 2023 voicing 

concerns about postcard notice.6  She then submitted a substantive objection on May 

position); Grelish Objection at 23-25 with R&R at 46-47 (addressing objections that 
other forms of injunctive relief should have been obtained); Grelish Objection at 25-
26 with R&R at 42-44 (addressing the scope of the release). 
4 Trans. ID 70280945. 

5 Trans. ID 69944998. 

6 Ex. 1; Ex. 2. 
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29, 2023, with proof of ownership.7  In the interest of providing latitude to pro se

objectors, Plaintiffs categorized the May 29, 2023 Grelish Objection as compliant, 

and the earlier emails as inquiries.8  Due to an error flowing from the multiple 

submissions, however, only the May 17, 2023 emails copied to the hard drive 

provided to the Special Master.  

5. On June 22, 2023, Plaintiffs’ counsel filed the Grelish Objection on the 

public docket, at her request.9  While it was filed without proof of ownership, also 

at Ms. Grelish’s request and per the Court’s prior guidance,10 Plaintiffs’ submissions 

noted her proof of ownership.11

ARGUMENT 

6. Reargument requires that a movement establish that “the Court has 

overlooked a decision or principle of law that would have controlling effect or the 

Court has misapprehended the law or the facts so that the outcome of the decision 

would be affected.”12  The Court has not yet ruled on the Proposed Settlement other 

7 See Transmittal Affidavit of Daniel E. Meyer at Ex. K (Trans. ID 70242253). 

8 See Third Revised Barry Affidavit (Trans. ID 70227747) at Ex. B. 
9 Transmittal Affidavit of Daniel E. Meyer at Ex. K (Trans. ID 70242253). 

10 Ex. 3. 

11 See, e.g., Transmittal Affidavit of Daniel E. Meyer at Ex. K (Trans. ID 
70242253). 

12 ITG Brands, LLC v. Reynolds Am., Inc., 2022 WL 16825874, at *1 (Del. Ch. Nov. 
7, 2022) (quoting Mainiero v. Microbyx Corp., 699 A.2d 320, 321 (Del. Ch. 1996)). 
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than to reject the “APE claims” clause in the release, which Ms. Grelish did not raise 

and the parties have now struck in an addendum to the settlement agreement.  Thus, 

no law or fact implicated by the Grelish Objection or Exception was overlooked or 

misapprehended, and therefore the reargument motion should be denied.   

7. Regarding the substance of the Grelish Objection, Plaintiffs rely on the 

R&R, and their Reply in Further Support of Settlement, Award of Attorneys’ Fees 

and Expenses, and Incentive Awards (Trans. ID 70161266), which both address the 

major thrust of objections raised by Ms. Grelish.  To the extent the Court’s July 28, 

2023 Minute Order sought a further response to specific points raised by Ms. 

Grelish, Plaintiffs note that: 

a. Ms. Grelish appears to argue that AMC’s Section 242(b) class 

vote waiver is ineffective because it was not adequately described in the Company’s 

2013 IPO documents.13  However, the form of certificate of incorporation appended 

to the Company’s November 22, 2013 amended prospectus (filed about a month 

before the IPO) clearly included a class vote waiver.14  Plaintiffs are unaware of any 

authority for the proposition that not describing a class vote waiver in an offering 

document itself invalidates its effect.  Moreover, any claims related to alleged 

13 See Grelish Objection at 4 et seq. 

14 See
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1411579/000104746913010760/a221717
3zs-1a.htm; Ex. 4. 
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misrepresentations (which Ms. Grelish does not actually identify) in the IPO 

documents are outside of the scope of this case and time barred.   

b. To the extent Ms. Grelish argues that the Proposed Settlement is 

inadequate due to an argument that the APE issuance violated NYSE Rules,15 she is 

mistaken.  As the Special Master observed: 

Plaintiffs do not have standing to bring an action directly to enforce the 
NYSE Listed Manual Rules or to seek sanctions for any alleged 
violation of those rules.  Although a cognizable claim for breach of 
fiduciary duty may exist where a corporate director causes a 
“corporation to violate the positive laws it is obliged to obey,” there is 
no indication that the NYSE, “as a self-regulatory organization” has 
determined that Defendants violated any NYSE rule.  Thus, there is no 
basis to conclude at this stage that any viable claim exists, or that such 
a claim would have value to the Class in a settlement.16

15 See Grelish Objection at 6 et seq. 

16 R&R at 62-63 (footnotes omitted). 
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CONCLUSION 

8. For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court 

deny Ms. Grelish’s Objection, Exception, and Motion. 

Dated: August 4, 2023          

Of Counsel: 

BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER 
    & GROSSMANN LLP 
Mark Lebovitch 
Edward Timlin 
1251 Avenue of the Americas  
New York, NY 10020 
(212) 554-1400 

FIELDS KUPKA &  
    SHUKUROV LLP  
William J. Fields  
Christopher J. Kupka  
Samir Shukurov  
1441 Broadway, 6th Floor #6161 
New York, New York 10018 
(212) 231-1500 

SAXENA WHITE P.A. 
David Wales  
10 Bank St., 8th Floor 
White Plains, NY 10606 
(914) 437-8551 

– and – 

Adam Warden 
7777 Glades Rd., Suite 300 
Boca Raton, FL 33434 
(561) 394-3399

BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER 
    & GROSSMANN LLP 

By:  /s/ Gregory V. Varallo
Gregory V. Varallo (Bar No. 2242) 
Daniel E. Meyer (Bar No. 6876) 
500 Delaware Avenue, Suite 901 
Wilmington, DE  19801 
(302) 364-3601 

GRANT & EISENHOFER P.A. 

By:  /s/ Kelly L. Tucker  
Michael J. Barry (Bar No. 4368) 
Kelly L. Tucker (Bar No. 6382) 
Jason M. Avellino (Bar No. 5821) 
123 Justison Street, 7th Floor 
Wilmington, DE  19801 
(302) 622-7000 

SAXENA WHITE P.A. 

By:  /s/ Thomas Curry
Thomas Curry (Bar No. 5877) 
824 N. Market St., Suite 1003 
Wilmington, DE 19801 
(302) 485-0483 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

WORDS: 1,076 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Gregory V. Varallo, hereby certify that, on August 4, 2023, a copy of the 

foregoing Plaintiffs’ Response to Karen Grelish’s Motion for Reargument was filed 

and served electronically via File & ServeXpress upon the following counsel of record:  

Michael J. Barry, Esq. 
Kelly L. Tucker, Esq. 
Jason M. Avellino, Esq. 
GRANT & EISENHOFER P.A. 
123 Justison Street, 7th Floor 
Wilmington, DE 19801 

Thomas Curry, Esq. 
SAXENA WHITE P.A. 
824 N. Market St., Suite 1003 
Wilmington, DE 19801 

Anthony A. Rickey, Esq. 
MARGRAVE LAW LLC  
3411 Silverside Road  
Baynard Building, Suite 104  
Wilmington, DE 19810 

Katherine J. Sullivan, Esq. 
WILKS LAW, LLC 
4250 Lancaster Pike, Suite 200 
Wilmington, DE 19805 

Theodore A. Kittila, Esq.  
HALLORAN FARKAS + KITTILA 
LLP 
5801 Kennett Pike, Suite C/D  
Wilmington, Delaware 19807 

Raymond J. DiCamillo, Esq. 
Kevin M. Gallagher, Esq. 
Matthew W. Murphy, Esq. 
Edmond S. Kim, Esq. 
Adriane M. Kappauf, Esq. 
RICHARDS, LAYTON  
  & FINGER, P.A. 
920 North King Street 
Wilmington, DE 19801 

Corinnne Elise Amato, Esq. 
PRICKETT, JONES & ELLIOTT, P.A. 
1310 N. King Street 
Wilmington, DE 19801 

 /s/ Gregory V. Varallo  
Gregory V. Varallo (Bar No. 2242) 
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From: Karen <kgrelish@protonmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 6:18 PM

To: AMC Settlement Objections

Subject: Post Card

[External]

Good Afternoon, 

I am sending this email to inform you that I have not received my Post Card yet in regards to this lawsuit. 

Karen Grelish 

Sent from Proton Mail for iOS 
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From: Karen Grelish <netmor@icloud.com>

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 6:41 PM

To: AMC Settlement Objections

Subject: POST CARD

[External] 

Good Afternoon, 

I am sending this email to inform you that I have not yet received my Post Card in the mail in regards to 
the above case number.  

NetMor Investments Ltd.  
Karen Grelish 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Sara Swartzwelder

Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2023 11:24 AM

To: kgrelish@protonmail.com; AMC Settlement Objections

Subject: RE: Re: Unsealing of Objection 2023-0215-MTZ

Attachments: 2023-06-07 Plaintiffs' Proposal To Protect Privacy Interests Of Objector Class Members 

(6 Pages) Case_ Conf Ord.pdf

Good morning, Ms. Grelish, 

Thank you for your patience.  In answer to your below question, if you do choose to request that your objection be 

submitted publicly, you are responsible for submitting a redacted version to us.  If you do wish for your objection to be 

publicly filed, pursuant to paragraph 13 of Plaintiffs’ Proposal to Protect Privacy Interests of Objector Class Members 

(attached), please submit a redacted version of your objection that redacts any personal, confidential, or sensitive 

information to be filed on the docket.  Please send any redactions to:  amcsettlementobjections@blbglaw.com.  If you 

request that your objection be made public but do not provide such redacted version, your objection will be publicly 

filed, as is.   

Your request to have your objection made public as well as a redacted version of the objection should be sent to this 

email.  

Sincerely, 

Sara 

Sara D. Swartzwelder 

From: Karen <kgrelish@protonmail.com>  

Sent: Friday, June 9, 2023 5:10 PM 

To: AMC Settlement Objections <AMCSettlementObjections@blbglaw.com> 

Subject: Re: Unsealing of Objection 2023-0215-MTZ 

[External]

I would like a reply to my first question below and this question from an actual lawyer on these requests for information 

not an automated response.   

 This is time sensitive so please respond.  

Do I send my request to have my objection unsealed to this email? 

Sent from Proton Mail for iOS 

On Thu, Jun 8, 2023 at 9:45 AM, Karen <kgrelish@protonmail.com> wrote: 

Good Morning, 

I have sent in my objection. 
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If I decide to instruct you to unseal my objection, is my brokerage information disclosed.  

Thanking you for you response.   

Karen Grelish 

Sent from Proton Mail for iOS 



IN THE COURT OF CHANCERY OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE 
 

In re AMC ENTERTAINMENT 
HOLDINGS, INC. STOCKHOLDER 
LITIGATION 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Consolidated  
C.A. No. 2023-0215-MTZ 

 
PLAINTIFFS’ PROPOSAL TO PROTECT PRIVACY 

INTERESTS OF OBJECTOR CLASS MEMBERS 
 

In an effort to protect the privacy interests of Objector Class Members, 

Plaintiffs, by and through their undersigned counsel, propose filing publicly only 

(1) a list of Objector Class Members, and (2) a limited number of specific 

objections (as detailed below)—which, in substance, account for nearly 95% or 

more of the topics raised.  This would allow Objector Class Members to ensure 

that their objections were received and that the substance of their objections is 

being considered by the Court while also safeguarding their personal information.  

The specific grounds for Plaintiffs’ proposal are as follows:  

I. Plaintiffs Seek to Protect Privacy Interests of Objector Class 
Members  

 
1. While Plaintiffs disagree with the substantive positions staked out by 

objectors to the Settlement, they are members of the Class and we are still charged 

with and focused on protecting their privacy concerns.   

2. We respect that the Court seeks transparency, which generally 

benefits the Class and demonstrates the integrity of the judicial process.  But we 

believe many objectors, and perhaps all who did not choose to post their objections 
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publicly, expected to be able to voice their concerns privately, as exhibited by the 

common occurrence of various levels of personal information included in 

objections.   

3. Additionally, many stockholders explicitly requested that their 

submitted objections and documents not be filed publicly.  As such, we feel 

obliged to propose a process for the Court to handle the filing of objections that 

allows for transparency of the substance of objection topics without unduly 

disclosing personal information of the objectors themselves.   

II. The Objections Suggest Many Were Filed With Some Expectation 
of Confidentiality 

 
4. Many objections include plainly private and sensitive information, 

and it is almost impossible to know what “softer” information the objector expects 

to keep confidential.   

5. Almost all objections are unredacted and provide personal address and 

other contact info, as well as a wide range of financial data, such as screenshots 

from brokerage accounts or other such proof of ownership that contains other data.   

6. In addition, many objections contain other information the author may 

consider to be sensitive, such as discussions about their job status, financial status, 

education or even political beliefs.   

7. Moreover, the AMC shareholder base is not just active but sometimes 

challenges each other publicly.  While counsel accept some public attention (even 
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if negative) because of our roles, objectors may well not want any more than their 

names being publicized, since they prefer not to be subjected to potential 

aggression from other Class members or participants in social media. 

III. Plaintiffs’ Proposal to Balance Public Interest in Understanding 
the Proceedings Versus Privacy Interests of Individual Class 
Members  

 
8. The public interest in objections is to know the topics raised and to be 

discussed in Court at the Settlement Hearing.  Based on calculations to date, of the 

approximately 3,500 emails and letters received from stockholders between May 1, 

2023 and May 31, 2023, approximately 2,850 were purported objections.   

9. Approximately 276 objectors submitted the same, or a variation of, an 

87-page objection brief authored and publicly shared on social media by Jordan 

Affholter, Etan Leibovitz, Brian Tuttle, and A. Mathew, amongst others (the 

“Form Objections”).  A copy of the Form Objection is attached for your review.  

The subject of the Form Objections are as follows: 

 Approval of the Settlement is not Fair and Reasonable and is Not 
Warranted 

 Certification of the Settlement Class in Not Appropriate 
 The Proposed Settlement Only Recovers a Mere 2.5% of the Lost 

Market Cap Value and Fails to Provide Substantive Recovery to 
Stockholders – Therefore the Requested Fee and Expense Award is 
Unjustified 

 Lead Plaintiffs Don’t Deserve Incentive Awards 
 The Vote on March 14, 2023 was Unlawfully Manipulated 
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10. Additionally, approximately 150 objectors submitted variations of 

objections drafted and shared on social media by Bubbie Gunter (the “Gunter 

Objections”) who provided instructions to objectors on how to use ChatGPT to 

adopt or otherwise incorporate his objections into their submissions.  A copy of the 

instructions and Gunter Objections is attached for your review as well.  The topic 

of the Gunter objections are as follows: 

 Objection #1 – Misleading Facts in Settlement Filing 
 Objection #2 – Defendants’ Rights to Immunity 
 Objection #3 – Objection to Lifting the Status Quo and Possible RICO 

Violations 
 Objection #4 – Fees and Expense Award 

 
11. The substance of nearly all objections submitted by stockholders is 

reflected in one or more of the Form Objections and the Izzo Objection.  The 

Gunter Objections raise issues that are either subsumed within the Form and Izzo 

Objections or do not address the substance of the Proposed Settlement at all. 

12. Objectors who submitted written objections but did not indicate an 

intent to appear in person are assumed to have a greater expectation of privacy.   

13. As such, Plaintiffs propose the following process to ensure that the 

Court and Special Master can consider all objections, the Class as a whole can 

monitor and understand the proceedings, and the objectors’ interests are protected: 

a. The Izzo, Form and Gunter objections will be filed publicly, and 
we will indicate the names of people who signed onto each.  

b. All other objections will be filed under seal in the first instance. 
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c. We will notify all people intending to appear in person at the 
Settlement Hearing that they have ten (10) days to submit a 
redacted version of their objection that redacts any personal, 
confidential or sensitive information, after which all objections 
from in-person presenters will be unsealed. 

d. If any Class Member wishes their objection to be unsealed, they 
must notify us within 10 days, and we will then unseal those 
objections. 

e. Absent some indication of an objectors’ desire for their objection 
to be made public, remaining objections will only be unsealed is if 
it is specifically referenced in the Special Master’s Report, which 
would normally be made public just as all Special Master Reports 
in this case have been made public.   To the extent the Special 
Master wishes to determine the extent to which any specific 
objection should be redacted or remain sealed, we will assist the 
Special Master to the extent feasible to respect the interests of 
those Class Members and to reach out to them as requested.  

14. Finally, the size of the data set for all of these materials is substantial 

– approximately 6.5 gigabytes, or 6,500 megabytes.  Because File & Serve limits 

the size of individual filing to 10MB each, filing all of the materials on the docket 

very well may overwhelm the system and result in unanticipated delays.  

Consequently, Plaintiffs propose that only the public versions of the materials will 

be filed on the docket.  All under seal materials will be provided to the Court, the 

Special Master and counsel on an encrypted hard drive.  If documents filed under 

seal are thereafter redacted in accordance with the procedure outlined above, such 

redacted version will be filed publicly on the docket. 

15. If the Special Master or Court has any questions or concerns, we are 

available to engage and work towards achieving the right balance.  
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Dated: June 7, 2023         Respectfully submitted, 

 
 
Of Counsel: 
 
BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER 
& GROSSMANN LLP 
Mark Lebovitch 
Edward Timlin 
1251 Avenue of the Americas  
New York, NY 10020 
(212) 554-1400 
 
Fields Kupka &  
Shukurov LLP  
William J. Fields  
Christopher J. Kupka  
Samir Shukurov  
1441 Broadway, 6th Floor #6161 
New York, New York 10018 
(212) 231-1500 
 
SAXENA WHITE P.A. 
David Wales  
10 Bank St., 8th Floor 
White Plains, NY 10606 
(914) 437-8551 
– and – 
Adam Warden 
7777 Glades Rd., Suite 300 
Boca Raton, FL 33434 
(561) 394-3399 

 
BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER 
& GROSSMANN LLP 
 
By:  /s/ Daniel E. Meyer   
Gregory V. Varallo (#2242) 
Daniel E. Meyer (#6876) 
500 Delaware Avenue, Suite 901 
Wilmington, DE  19801 
(302) 364-3601 
 
GRANT & EISENHOFER P.A. 
 
By:  /s/ Michael J. Barry             
Michael J. Barry (#4368) 
Kelly L. Tucker (#6382) 
Jason M. Avellino (#5821) 
123 Justison Street, 7th Floor 
Wilmington, DE  19801 
(302) 622-7000 
 
SAXENA WHITE P.A. 
By:  /s/ Thomas Curry                
Thomas Curry (#5877) 
824 N. Market St., Suite 1003 
Wilmington, DE 19801 
(302) 485-0483 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
 
Words: 1167 
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